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Abstract: The aim of this study was to compare the effectiveness of parametric models in predicting the 

factors affecting the retinopathy diagnostic time in Mucormycosis patients. Mucormycosis infection affect 

noise and then progress to the eye. A parametric survival model of Exponential, Weibull, Log normal and 

Log logistic were wornedto determine effective factors on the time toRetinopathy. The performance of the 

models was compare with Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC). AIC calculations were performed using R 

software.Weibull model has minimum AIC values as compared with other parametric models. As a result we 

concludethat Weibull model is best fit for Patients with Diabetes Mellitus Retinopathy and Mucormycosis 

[PDMRM]. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a chronic disease. DM occurs either when the pancreas does not produce enough 

insulin, or when the body cannot efficiently use the insulin[1]. Mucor is a a fungus present everywhere in the 

soil. Mucormycosis occur in patients low resistance [2]. Survival analysis is a collection of statistical 

procedures for data analysis for which the outcome variable of interest is time until an event occurs[3].Types 

of studies with survival outcomes are clinical trials, observational studies and experiments. Survival analysis 

is to predict the time-to-an event data. The data describe the time for an event. The event can be death or 

failure, the data is censored as loss to follow up, withdraw from the study or event not occurred in the study 

time.Parametric models are occasionally used in the analysis of clinical studies. Parametric models have 

advantages over Cox’s model [4].Diabetes mellitus is a condition that occurs due to no more use of 

glucose.The levels of glucose in the blood are controlled by a hormone insulin. One of the disorders of the eye 

that may occur to the PDMRM [5].DR is a chronic progressive, potentially sight-threatening disease of the 

retinal microvasculature. The diabetic patient age is an vital nonmodifiable risk factor and other risk factors 

like hypertension, hyperlipidemia, microalbuminuria, and anemia. Visual loss in patient with Diabetes 

Retinopathy can occur intraocular hemorrhages and retinal detachment. Diabetic retinopathy cause eye loss 

and even blindness to the diabetes patients. Diabetic retinopathy may not have any symptoms, but the disorder 

which cause blindness besides of cataracts, glaucoma and macular degeneration.  
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2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY  

2.1 Study area and source of data 

Survival analysis includes parametric, non parametric and semiparametric methods. In this study parametric 

models like Exponential, Weibull, Log-normal, Log-logistic were used for estimation. The data for this study 

were retrieved from the Harshini Multispecialty Hospital, Madurai, between the time interval of April 2021 

and August 2021. The entry point of each patient was different, and the event of interest in this study was 

status of the operation, is loss of eye by the disease diabetes retinopathy. The diabetes patients were tested for 

covid 19, and then diagnosed for mucormycosis. The survival time was taken to be censored, amount of 

underreported data and dropping of missing columns in a total of 169 patients were considered. Survival time 

was computed by taking the difference between the date on which each sample patient tested positive for the 

infection of covid 19 and the date of the mucormycosis.The inclusion criteria for each patient were 

age,gender, rt-pcr test, systematics illness, ct-score,typeofmucormycosis, and eyeloststatus.The flowchart 

shows the selection of patient in figure 1. The patient with diabetes, result of covid 19 and then selected the 

status of PDMRM. The patient survival time to predict the diabetes retinopathies were considered to study is 

shown in the Table 1.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 1: Covariates for the study  Figure :1 Flowchart of the selection of patient  

 

2.2 MODELS AND ALGORITHMS 

2.2.1 Methods of Data Analysis  

In survival analysis Cox Proportional Hazard mode, Kaplan Meier method and parametric models 

(Exponential, Weibull, Log-normal, and Log-logistic) were used to estimate. In parametric survival models, 

survival time follows distribution as Exponential, Weibull, Log-normal, and Log-logistic. The exponential 

distribution only supports a constant hazard, Weibull, Gompertz, and Gamma distributions support 

monotonically increasing and decreasing hazards, the Log logistic and Log normal distributions support 

monotonically decreasing hazards; and the generalized gamma distribution supports monotonically increasing, 

and monotonically decreasing hazards. This article provides a review of techniques for the analysis of survival 

data arising from retinopathy health studies [6].  

Survival analysis is widely used in biological organism and failure of mechanical systems. It is a branch of 

statistical analysis that were commonly used in engineering, economics or sociology.  The time to event data, 

such as death, loss, failure of a equipment. The difference of survival analysis is that it deals with censor data. 

Censoring is a form of missing data, drop out, fail to followup problem which is commonly seen. Survival 

function measures the probability of event after certain time which defined as 

S(t) = Pr(T>t) ....... 

Covariates Category 

Age Number (28-87) 

Gender 
Female (59) 

Male (110) 

Systematics 

Illness 

Diabetes mellitus  (121) 

Hypertension (48) 

RT-PCR test 
Positive (155) 

Negative (14) 

Covid Status 
Negative  (14) 

Positive (155) 

Type of  

Mucormycosis 

Pulmonary - Lung (3)  

Socs – Sinuses (139) 

Serology-based Point-

of-care (17) 

Eyeloststatus 
No (115) 

Yes (54) 
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Where “t” is time and T is a random variable denoting the time of an event.  

 

2.2.2 Weibull distribution 

The Weibull distribution is also a generalization of the simple exponential distribution,  the most widely used 

parametric survival model [7]. This parameter is called the shape parameter. The Weibull distribution has 

numerous applications in life expectancy and survival analysis. The way to interpret this parameter is p = 1. 

This means that hazard rate is constant and is exactly same as exponential model ˆ p > 1 : This means that 

hazard rate increases as time increases          p < 1 : This means that hazard rate decreases as time increases. 

Mean can shown as E(T) = λ-1Γ(1 + 1/p) and variance Var(T) = λ−2[ Γ(1 + 2/p)−{Γ(1 + 1/p)}2] 
 

2.2.3 Exponential distribution 

Exponential distribution are often used to model survival times, it is memory less and the hazard function is 

constant over time[8]. The probability of observing a survival time is exponentially distributed. The 

exponential distribution has constant hazard λ(t)  =  λ. The survival function is S(t) = exp {-λ t} and the 

density is f(t) = λ exp{−λt}.  

Mean can shown as E(T) = 1/λand variance var (T) = 1/λ2   Coefficient of variation is 1 

 

2.2.4 Log-logistic 

The log‐logistic distribution is a parametric model with positive random variable for survival analysis [9]. It is 
used when survival rate increases at starting and decreases thereafter The hazard itself is monotone decreasing 

from ∞ if p < 1, monotone decreasing from λ if p = 1, and similar to the log-normal if p > 1. The log-logistic 

distribution has probability density function as  

𝑓(𝑡) =  
(

𝛽

𝛼
)(

𝑡

𝛼
)

𝛽−1

[1+(
𝑡

𝛼
)𝛽]2

, t>0 

 

2.2.5 Lognormal distribution 

The hazard function of the log-normal distribution increases from 0 to reach a maximum and then decreases 

monotonically, approaching 0 as t → ∞. It is of interest to study the change points of the failure rate. Log-

normal regression is a location-scale model.The log-normal distribution is another commonly used parametric 

distribution for characterizing the survival time.Lognormal model fits the medical data[10][12].   

LN(µ, σ2 ) ∼ exp{N(µ, σ2 )}, E(T) = e µ+σ 2 /2, Var(T) = e 2µ+σ 2 (e σ 2 − 1) 
 

2.2.6 Akaike information criterion  

The Akaike information criterion (AIC) is an estimator of prediction inaccuracyfor a given set of data and 

their quality of statistical models.AIC criterion is used to find best fitted model on clinical data. The AIC is 

developed by Hirotugu Akaike in 1974 [11]. Goodness of fit for estimating statistical model can done using 

AIC. The value of AIC is calculated by AIC = 2k − 2 ln (L), where k=no. of estimated parameter. L = 

maximum value of likelihood function. Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) measure up to the quality of 

statistical models. 
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3. Result and Discussion  

Result 

This study has 169 patients observations related to Mucormycosis patient with diabetes retinopathy operation 

and status of it. Parametric survival models exponential, Weibull, log‐normal, and log‐logistic distributions 

were illustrated on this data along with their AIC values[13]. It is found that Weibull distribution is best fitted 

with low AIC value (1307.668) is shown in Table 2. 
 

 

Table 2: Performance of different Parametric Models 

Study Variable Models AIC Value 

Age + 

Type of Mucormycosis 

 

Exponential 1692.217 

Weibull 1307.668 

Lognormal 1312.025 

Log-Logistic 1315.496 

 

Discussion 

In this study, we have evaluated the performance of various parametric models in survival analysis of patient 

with Mucormycosis. Parametric models provide suitable interpretation based on a particular distribution of 

time to event. The main objective of this study was to demonstrate the application of parametric models. 

Keeping this in view, we have applied four widely used parametric models on diabetes retinopathy data. 

Many research studies have been conducted for diabetes retinopathy[14]. Performance among parametric 

models with efficient result of AIC. A model with minimum AIC was considered as a best model for 

mucormycosis patients. AIC values of various parametric models show minimum AIC for Weibull model. In 

our data of mucormycosis, Weibull model is fitted better than other models[12][15]. It is also cited that eye 

lost rate in mucormycosis follow‐up is more. In our data we calculated for age and type of Mucormycosis. 
None of other factors were found to be significant effect for the loss of eye in diabetic patients. 

 

4. Conclusions and Recommendation 

Conclusion 

The objective of the study was to identify best parametric model to predict diabetes retinopathy for 

mucormycosis patient who have been under followup at Harshini Hospital. For determining the risk factors 

for the survival of diabetic patients and modeling the survival time, a total of 169 patients were included in the 

study out of which 59 were females and 110 were males. Exploring parametric survival models in daily 

practice of PDMRM research is challenging. This paper provides the application of parametric survival 

models by R software. It is expected that thisAnalysis of Diabetes Mellitus Retinopathy for Mucormycosis 

Patients work can be useful to apply parametric survival models. 

 

Recommendations 

The result of the study of different factors are identified for the lost of eye for diabetic Retinopathy Patients. 

Recommendations are made to the government and concerned bodies that they should work on perception 

about the mucormycosisdisease and its risk factors, so that patients should be well informed about the 

Diabetes retinopathy, early diagnose and to follow up diabetes mellitus status, to minimize the risk of lost of 

eye[13].Future studies also need to assess the level of awareness, treatment and control of these factors. The 

economic and social consequences of diabetes mellitus and other chronic diseases should also receive due 

attention in future research to the individual and the society at large. 
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